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Abstract

This demonstration allows the audience to interact with prototype 07 of the Chameleon interactive artwork installation. It is part of a project exploring emotional contagion and communication, built by a cross disciplinary group of artists, scientists and engineers and a curator, that also includes the ACII 2009 poster presentation and paper by Iacobini, Gonsalves, Berthouze, Frith, et al [5]

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Chameleon is built over two years (2008-2010), and ten prototypes. The project investigates the scientific foundations of emotional contagion, transforming this into an art experience. It both follows and critiques the scientific methodology, creating scientific and artistic research, as well as new models to be used in scientific experiments, and new ways to experience art.

The aim of the installation is to build an emotional communication loop with the audience. It uses emotion face reading technology developed by collaborators Youssef Kashef, Abdelrahman N. Mahmoud and Rana el Kaliouby [4] to classify the emotional state of the audience within a group of six emotions (happy, neutral, sad, angry, disgusted, surprised). It then uses this information and an emotional algorithm to respond empathetically by playing the appropriate video selected from a database of portraits. To do this, social neuroscientist Chris Frith devised a simple probabilistic model of emotional transference in social situations based on an evolutionary hypothesis. Frith’s model predicts the probability of how a person will respond to a stimulus within the same group of six emotions. Iacobini, Gonsalves and Berthouze tested Frith’s emotional transference model in the laboratory [5]. This model is implemented into the learning algorithms of the video engine software, so that the video portraits can be triggered in a way representative of how we transfer emotions in day-to-day life.

The video engine has been created by Australian/UK based artist Tina Gonsalves and Berlin based artist Jeff Mann. Tina Gonsalves has also created a database of short video portraits showing a mixture of actors and non-actors expressing emotions (figure 01). Subjects were shot around the world in a studio space with a neutral black background, using a range of techniques, recommended by the neuroscientific collaborators for their capacity to elicit emotional responses from the subjects. One of the subjects reported: “The whole process from entering the darkened studio, to being confronted with a camera that stood only half a metre away from my face, I instantly thought would promote a perhaps less sincere and maybe uncomfortable response; but I was amazed to find how easily my recalling of these particular emotionally significant events unravelled, and how moments of embarrassment were soon ousted”. Another subject reports about the experience in the studio “in the attempt to recreate the emotion, the feelings flooded back. I felt quite moved

Figure 01. Chameleon Project, Video portrait 06, sadness channel
both during and after as it bought up for me feelings about friends, relatives that I had forgotten or moved on from in the business of my mind and life” (email correspondence between participants and artist June 2009).

Each of the ten progressive stages has been exhibited in a range of gallery and museum spaces, research labs, social spaces and a hospital foyers. Initial feedback suggests that the work is affecting, and that there is a sense of emotional interaction. When asked if the participant felt an emotional connection, one replied "...Yes, with one of them I did. And he was being quite flirtatious. The feeling I had inside was like having a connection with someone that you had met in a bar or something. We were mimicking each other..." Another participant discusses "...there was a bit where I was trying to make him angry, and he was just laughing at me. And that was just making me more angry really...." (video transcript from interview at Lighthouse exhibition, March 2009).

1.2. A brief Description of Demonstration Set Up

The participants will enter a defined space (figure 02). Three screens are connected to three computers. Each screen will be displaying a digital portrait of an everyday person showing expressions that can be classified within six emotional states (happy, neutral, sad, angry, disgusted, surprised).

The digital portraits are programmed to wait in the background until the emotional face reading system senses a participant’s face. After sensing the emotional expression of a participant’s face, the video portrait will walk forward to address the participant, attempting to begin an emotional dialogue with the participant that would be perceived as emotionally congruent to the participant’s emotional expression. The video portrait will attempt to stimulate the participants in such a way as to elicit an emotional facial expression from them that is recognized by the emotion face reading system.

The system constantly monitors the facial expression of the participant, selecting video portrait segments that aim to respond to the audience in an ‘emotionally intelligent’ way, in order to build an emotional bond with the audience. The work can interact with three people at a time (figure 03). If the system finds that one participant has a particularly strong emotional expression, the emotion is propagated to all three monitors (figure 04). People can leave and enter as they wish.
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